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FRIDAY, 22 May: Hey people - Rushville is where it's at! The Drum and Bugle Corps, that is - tonight at 7:30 in a real live parade. If you're not busy, drive, walk, swim or hopscotch to wild Rushville and cheer the apple-corps of MC's eye. Today is the last day of classes for this semester and for us exhausted seniors. Teachers-we award you a purple heart for putting up with late papers, absent students (like me), smart remarks, dumb students, brilliant students, smoking and/or drinking in class, and oversexed fellow teachers. Students-we award you a piece of stake rhubarb pie for putting up with: bad pro's, good pro's, term-paper-crazy pro's, SAGA food, broken vending machines, un-airconditioned classrooms and Chopin-loving pro's who wear plastic laurel wreaths (imported from Memphis) while reading poetry by Pindar.

SATURDAY, 23 May: From 7-10:30 p.m. an Indian movie will be shown in SAC auditorium. (This is not a Roy Rogers rerun, so don't bring your lyrics to 'Happy Trails to You!') At last - it's here! Players Presents 1970! Come to the MH aud. at 8:00 p.m. for an evening of singing, dancing, cavorting, comedy, improvisations, hoop-la and all kinds of good things, plus the Players Awards! Come to the Players Presents directed by Kevin McAnarney, MC's own lone haranguer and watch Jewish Redbird blow her Streisand number. Remember - 8:00 - Players Presents.

SUNDAY, 24 May: Our beloved Chorale again performs at Beth-el Zedeck today. Speaking of Kosher, do you know why Jews can't be kept in jail? Because they eat lax. (Did it again, Yaaveh.) Happy Birthday to Mike Izzo, whose birthday is not really today.

MONDAY, 25 May: Finals begin today, unfortunately. If you've loafed all semester, your pro's finally get their revenge on you this week. Speaking of finals, don't miss the exclusive, premiere appearance of the CARBON FINAL EXAM. If you score an A, the CARBON editors will kiss your left elbow at 11:37 p.m. on October 18, 1974 by Scenic Lake Guzzetta if there is a full moon. If you score an F, you're an average MC student and all you get is a bill for $5;084, which is all you're worth.

TUESDAY, 26 May: From noon to 1:20 p.m., the Academic Affairs Committee meets in the Board Room. Since it's Tuesday, I'd like to thank the beautiful, kind ice-cream addict who talked me into this CARBON job - MTK (Mary Knoll Seminary) who also wrote this column last semester. Mary, you've been a wonderful friend and CARBON comrade, and I thank you, especially since your column had more redeeming social value and funny jokes than mine has. Farewell.

WEDNESDAY, 27 May: Tonight from 7-8:30 p.m. our Bat Boys, hardwood hoofers and other athletes get their Oscars in the Athletic Awards Banquet in the Clare Hall dining room, which is actually the Caf.

THURSDAY, 28 May: Don't miss the "$00 Festival Parade downtown this evening with our own Drum and Bugle Corps.

FRIDAY, 29 May: ABSOLUTELY NOTHING.

SATURDAY, 30 May: Memorial Day. Now you can take your box lunches, 'hippie' garb and booze to the 500 track and watch some race driver make a lot of money for making left-hand turns at 165 mph.

SUNDAY, 31 May: This is it. Those of us who have worked diligently get our sheepskins for four years of hard labor at Marvin College. Those of us who haven't worked --- ?? Anyway, here's the ceremonial schedule: At 10:30 a grad mass in the chapel; 10:45-1:00 p.m. a grad-family-faculty brunch in the caf; at 2:30 the Graduation exercises in the MH aud; and at 3:30 p.m. a reception outdors in front of the Ad building.

Well, this is the end of J. Redbird. Thanks to the ex-editors John and Mike, and to new editors, Dave, Elaine and Bill. It's been great fun being a CARBON degenerate-kosher at that! And to the author of the letter about me - up your matzah!

---

STUDENT BOARD MEETING

There was a meeting of the Student Board held Wednesday evening, May 20. Treasurer Dennis Dubois reported a treasury balance of $4,265.74.

Clare Hall reported that part of its board met with Mrs. Kelb concerning recognition of (con't. next column)
Dear Editors,

Although many unfortunate situations at Marian have yet to be corrected, I must congratulate you for finally outing a detriment to responsible journalism on our campus. This tragic case I refer to is none other than the out-going (thank God!) Jewish Redbird. For too long this person, (?) this degenerate (?) has ruined the front page of the Carbon. I am host at ex-editors John and Mike for putting up with such sick jokes, nasty puns and generally vulgar and suggestive comments. JR has made in the activities column, to say nothing of her blatant ridicule of Jewish people and tradition. "Keshet" my foot - I'll bet she's not even a real Jew! But now, you conscientious and intelligent editors have righted this serious wrong.

As the brazen, untalented, Jewish Redbird is finally defeated and exiled, I thank you on behalf of the student body of Marian College. And I rejoice as the notorious JR packs up her typewriter, sick humor and dirty mind and stales bagels to go away from our campus. I suggest that she purchase a one-way ticket to Cambodia. Good riddance, JR.

- A Student

QUESTION:

Intellectualism need not be synonymous with verbalism. Nor does rhetoric equate with validity. As one's head spins with submissive childlike accordance or righteous categorical denial of the above two statements, it is essential to note the emptiness with which the foreign or unpalatable is received. And rejected.

As Christian existentialist in a net quite totally absurd world (thanks to Christ) - but absurd mind you! - or as a god-fearing patriot, or even as a neutral who by definition does not count, role playing remains paramount. Self-assured and legitimized by definitions, closed concepts, or dogmas, the quest is on, Dialogue. The light and the way. It's. Either you see it or you don't. If you don't, fuck you - or pity you. You? Rules are rules.

Ideas are harassed and subjigated. That wild fiery freedom, that life spirit fragile and flighty, is strangled. It's life blood is split into the gutters. Now just an element of facticity. Tamed and ready for use. Freedom has always irked tyrants.

Something cries out in agony.

- Sahr

PLAYERS' NOMINEES

Best Actress:
Barb Bates in "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof"
Barb Bates in "Virginia Woolf."
Margie Feltz in "Star-Spangled Girl."

Best Actor:
Dan Holbrook in "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof."
Dan Kernen in "Celebration."
Pete O'Connell in "Virginia Woolf."

Best Supporting Actress:
Gayle Steigewald in "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof."
Mary Wuest in "Virginia Woolf."

Best Supporting Actor:
Ed Fremian in "Poor Richard."
Pete O'Connell in "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof."
John Kirchner in "Lester the Jester."

"PLAYERS' PRESENTS" - Saturday, May 23 - 8:00

LONG HOT SUMMER #5

It started in '64 in Harlem, spread to Watts in '65; there was a lull in '66, but all hell broke loose in '67 and cities like Detroit and Newark were suddenly in the news. 1968 saw Memphis, Chicago and Washington D.C. make headlines. After another breather in '69 we're now ready for the summer of 1970, and it's gonna be a monster. In fact, it's already started somewhat. Some of the colleges have had to shut down completely for the semester, and all of the National Guard units are probably reviewing their riot control training (not to be confused with advanced Infantry Training). Yes, friends, the riot season is upon us once again.

You may ask, "Why?" The answer's simple. It's time for the Second American Revolution, and it'll probably be happening in your own home town, ol' buddy, whether that turns out to be Batesville, Ind., or Bellwood, Ill. You can hide under the bed and hope it goes away, or join it and get your head bashed in, or idle away your time in Switzerland and read about it.

The conservative, right-wing, systematized upper middle class racist warmongers are slowly taking over our country, and the liberals are attempting to put the brakes to this rapidly accelerating express. The confrontation will be an awesome sight, maybe too awesome. The Carbon does not wish to alarm anybody; we only want you to be forewarned. The war is coming. Which side will you be on, right or left? Or will you be among that 7% with no opinion?

See you in September, Marian, if there is a Marian then; or a United States.

Bill Brodnax

THE-CARBON-SETS-THE-PHONIX-Straight

There are 26 graduating seniors planning not to attend this year's commencement. It was earlier reported that the number was 15. This number, compares with the 3 who did not attend last year.
**EXAM TIME:** 11:30-12:30 (or anytime)  
**PLACE:** In the PERC (or anywhere)

This exam is to be taken under regular exam conditions (cheating is encouraged), or you may take it home and let mom do it. Exams may be returned to the PUB Room, any Carbon editor (how many are there now...?), or the nearest trash can. Good luck, and may St. Jude--patron of hopeless cases--shine upon your work. You may begin...

Your Proctor, Docror _s(eus)bots_.

---

**MULTIPLE CHOICE:** (underline all except correct answer)

1. is a symbol for a) peace; b) U.S. Air Force; c) Adolf Hitler's naval; d) all of these; e) none of these.

2. Marian College is an evolving institution, directed toward the goal of establishing a center for a) perverted and frustrated adolescents; b) duck breeding; c) unwed nuns; d) pursuit of education.

3. The new college library will be completed a) this fall; b) next fall; c) sometime; d) never.

4. Cleon Reynolds is most noted for his achievements in the field of a) aluminum foil; b) silly-millimeter longer cigarettes; c) Hoosier Hysteria; d) Big Time Wrestling.

5. Emilie Murray is a) Emily Murray; b) Emilie Murrey; c) Emilie Murray; d) not.

6. The PERC is a) a conscious escape from reality; b) an unconscious escape from reality; c) a safe place to bitch; d) all of the above (at one time or another); e) all of the above (always).

7. Dominic Guzzetta is a) a front for the MAFIA; b) a nice man; c) Pope Paul VI's maiden name; d) mis-understood.

8. There exists on the Marian College campus a growing tendency to a) "get involved"; b) "not get involved"; c) attempt to do both.

9. The PUB offices are located a) at the bottom of Lake Marian; b) in the Registrar's Office; c) high atop the SAC Penthouse; d) in Spiro Agnew's downstairs' bathroom.

10. Poland, Kentucky, and Southside Indianapolis are examples of a) Utopia; b) cultural lag; c) a bad dream; d) Truth and Consequences.

---

**MATCH COLUMNS:**

A. Charles Frazee  
B. Phyllis Guskin  
C. Russel Hargus  
D. Robert Maran  
E. Claire Pellman  
F. Pat Smith  
G. David White

| surf-side studies--East meets West | English Channel search for Shakespeare's leotards | creator of epic "Ode to a Toad" | return to Real World(phone Cincy 471-1354) | Supreme Court nominee (#473) | exile to Smalltown, Indiana | new play on Talbott Street: "Employment Office Closet Drama" |

---

**ESSAY QUESTIONS:** (try to be as vague and wordy as possible; remember, it's quantity, not quality, that counts.)

YOU MAY ANSWER ANY 8, EXCEPT #6.

1. Describe, in detail, the creation of the world and what it means to you. Support your statements with scientific evidence, or with what you've read in the Bible. (counts 63%)

2. Discuss the effect that Raquel Welch has had on 20th. Century philosophic thought, calling to mind the vast proportions of that great intellect. (counts everything)

3. Discuss what it means to graduate from Marian College. (If you are not graduating, and are returning to Marian, go to next question.)

4. Elaborate on "Masochism" and how it's become a part of me.
STUDENT BOARD MEETING

(con't. from Page 1)

concert is being planned for a Wednesday in October.

Juniors have chosen Miss Murray as primary choice for class assessor. Fr. Dooley is second choice.

President Jim Herbe discussed the referendum about the N.S.A. office. The referendum is being held today. Herbe also reported that if students continue to swim in the pool after hours, the pool will be drained.

In cleaning up old business, the board appointed the following to the Student Services Committee: Joan Baily, Tess Eichenberger, Kathy O'Reourke, Sharon Poinsette, Bain Farris, Dave Haire, and Steve Swerchek.

Academic Affairs Committee members were also named. They are: Liz Ardelean, Mimi Meyer, Herb Finke, and Steve Swerchek.

The motion to allocate $250. to the Marian 11 was taken off the table. An amended motion to allocate $460. was voted upon and failed by a vote of 3-6-2. The original motion ($250. allotment) was then discussed and passed on a 10-0-1 roll call vote. Glen Tebbe abstained.

Closing old business, the board allocated $900. to the Phoenix for the IBM machine.

In new business, Denny Dubois made these two motions that were tabled:
1. $72.50 allotment to the Home Ec Club for a meeting in Cleveland.
2. $380. for a ditto machine and stand for Board use.

Dubois also moved that the student activity fee be lowered to $10.00 (from 12.50) for the first semester next year. This passed by a 7-2-2 vote.

Next board meeting is May 25 at 7:00.

Dave Soots

WE CAN'T STOP NOW

It's that time again - time to say goodbye to this "lovely" institution for three whole months! Seems like it went by so fast but a hell of a lot has happened here this year, more that many of you realize. It all began with the Heratorium, when Mike Miller courageously set up activities for that 'day of days' at Marian. The lack of participation and apathy was appalling. We faced the same dilemma during the Pedtke case (where we still haven't heard the other side yet). A few of Marian's students, and I do emphasize, few have become more aware of what's happening here and in the rest of the world and have engaged in fruitful efforts to do something about what they see going on here. I've heard rumors that nearly all of these few students are 'pulling out' just when the fire's started to kindle. "Why turn around in the middle of the stream?" Okay. It seems that your efforts have been wasted here - but what can you do somewhere else? Leaving now only makes the task twice as difficult for those of us who still have hopes of remedying the problems here (and there are still quite a few to be remedied). We'll need all the help we can get especially from people who are sincere and who, most of all, have those qualities of leadership so desperately lacking in the majority of our student body. We've started a "movement" of our own and it's very relevant to the success of the all-important job of all people today in making this nation and the world into a place that's fit to live in. It's up to us to instigate the much needed changes and we've made an excellent start. The opportunity here are wide open and there are positions that must be filled by a lot of you who are leaving. Next year will be the perfect time to finish what we've started, to incorporate the necessary changes and continue to try and keep this institution one of higher learning both inside and outside of the classroom, to make others see the grave importance of becoming a part of these changes so that our efforts are not fruitless. It's up to us to get the job done.

There's a long Hot summer ahead of all of us. Let's not let the sun get to close to our brains. Let's use them. Think about things and return next year with a head full of newer and better ideas so that the job will be done, so that we can finish what's been started. I hope you'll do a lot of reading and finding out and becoming aware this summer. We can't afford to wait to hear the OTHER SIDE. It may be too late. Have a good summer and I'll see you next fall. Think about it ........

E. Ransom

CARBON APPLAUDS:

Nino's Bambinos (Intramural Softball Champs)
Up Beat Care - a - thin
One hell of a "Celebration"
tanned chicks
summer vacation

CARBON HISSES:

Barry Lloyd's temper
the new SS director
Indy 500 TV specials
final during final week

THEME SONG: SUMMER-1970

SOMETHING RUINING- it shldn't love

MONEY, MISS

THINGS RUINING-

D.C. HARRUM

IT SHOULDN'T LOVE

SELMA

DETOIT

WASHINGTON

JACKSON

NEWARK

INDIANAPOLIS

KENTUCKY

NEW ORLEANS

SELMA